This paper presents a statistical analysis of Tehran Price Index (TePIx) for the period of 1992 to 2004. The results present asymmetric property of the return distribution which tends to the right hand of the mean. Also the return distribution can be fitted by a stable Lévy distribution and the tails are very fatter than the gaussian distribution. We estimate the tail index of the TePIx returns with two different methods and the results are consistent with the previous studies on the stock markets. A strong autocorrelation has been detected in the TePIx time series representing a long memory of several trading days. We have also applied a Zipf analysis on the TePIx data presenting strong correlations between the TePIx daily fluctuations. We hope that this paper be able to give a brief description about the statistical behavior of financial data in Iran stock market.
Introduction
The large amount of available data and the complexity of market structures has attracted a considerable interest in recent years. The related researches has focused on detailed statistical analysis of price fluctuations [1, 2, 3, 4] and modeling markets as complex interactive systems [5, 6, 7] . Tehran Stock Exchange opened in 1967. By the end of Iran's War and the beginning of five year development plans in 1989, the market observed a considerable growth (see Fig. 1-a) , and now Tehran Stock Exchange is the biggest and most active stock market in the middle east area. In this paper Tehran Price Index (TePIx) is analyzed for the period of 1992 to 2004 using the daily closing price index of Tehran Stock Exchange excluding the intervals when the market was closed.
Distribution of the TePIx returns
For the time series P (t) which is TePIx on the day t, the return R(t) is defined as follows:
R(t) = ln P (t + 1) P (t) ≈ P (t + 1) − P (t) P (t)
About a century ago Bachelier proposed the first model for the return process [8] . His model assumes a random walk with Gaussian probability distribution function (PDF). But the large changes in price which are very frequent in financial time series [3, 9] and leads to fat tail distributions, can not be modeled by a Gaussian process.
In the beginning of analyzing the distribution of TePIx returns (see Fig. 1 b), mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis of the return series are calculated (see Table 1 ). The positive value of skewness λ 3 = 1.0619, presents the asymmetric property of the return distribution which tends to the right hand of the mean. Indeed the large value of kurtosis κ = 20.827 in respect of Gaussian kurtosis (κ = 3), shows that the tails of the return distribution are very fatter than the Gaussian ones. For a better compression of the return distribution with a Gaussian PDF, a quantile-quantile plot of R(t) distribution against Gaussian PDF with the same mean and standard deviation is depicted in Fig. 2 . If the PDF of returns was gaussian, all points should have fallen on a straight line. It is seen that the gaussianity is not a good approximation of this distribution and the tails are much fatter than the gaussian distribution and therefor displays the leptokurtic behavior of the returns. Also the histogram of the daily returns of the TePIx is shown in Fig. 3 (circles) . It is obvious that the events which are 5 times larger than the standard deviation of the returns (especially in the right hand of average) is very frequent. Also it is obvious that this distribution can be fitted by a stable Lévy distribution [10] (blue line). Lévy stable distributions arise from the generalization of the central limit theorem to a wider class of distributions. Consider the partial sum P n ≡ n i=1 x i of independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables x i . If the x i 's have finite second moments, the central limit theorem holds and P n is distributed as a Gaussian in the limit n → ∞. If the random variables x i are characterized by a distribution having asymptotic power-law behavior:
(2) where α < 2, then P n will converge to a Lévy stable stochastic process of index α in the limit n → ∞. Except for special cases, such as the Cauchy distribution (α = 1) or the gaussian distribution (α = 2), Lévy distributions cannot be expressed in closed form. They are often expressed in terms of their Fourier transforms or characteristic functions, which we denote ϕ(q), where q denotes the Fourier transformed variable. The general form of a characteristic function of a Lév stable distribution is:
where α ∈ (0, 2] is an index of stability also called the tail index, β ∈ [−1, 1] is a skewness or asymmetry parameter, γ > 0 is a scale parameter, and µ ∈ R is a location parameter which is also called min. The parameters of this fitted Lévy distribution are presented in Table 2 . Also a Gaussian PDF with the same mean and standard deviation is plotted in the Fig. 2 . It can be seen that the tails of the real distribution (or the Lévy fitted ones) are very fatter than the Gaussian tails. Table 2 The parameters of the fitted Lévy distribution. 
Power law fit
We analyze the asymptotic behavior of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the TePIx returns too. It has been observed that the right tail of CDF of returns can be fitted by a power law with an exponent α R = 3.155 ± 0.099 in the
> 3 region, (see Fig. 4 -b). Also the left tail in the R(t) σ < −2 region can be fitted by a power law with an exponent α L = 3.022 ± 0.118, (see Fig. 4 -a). Table 3 includes the positive and negative tails of the TePIx returns calculated with the power law fitting method. These results are consistent with the previous studies both on stock markets and foreign exchange markets [10, 11] . Table 3 The tail index of the TePIx returns.
Calculation M ethod P ositive tail N egative tail P owerlaw f it 3.155 ± 0.099 3.022 ± 0.118 
Hill estimator method
We have also used the Hill estimator method to obtain a more accurate estimation of asymptotic behavior of the cumulative density function [12, 13] , (see Fig. 5 ). The basic idea is to calculate the inverse of the local logarithmic slope ζ of the cumulative distribution P (g > x):
We then estimate the inverse asymptotic slope 1/α by extrapolating ζ as (1/x) → 0. The descending sorted normalized returns is denoted g k , where k = 1, ..., N and N is the total number of events. Then the inverse local slope of ζ(g) can be written as:
The above expression can be well approximated for large k as:
The inverse local slopes is obtained through the above equation. Then an average of the inverse slopes is computed over m points:
where the choice of the averaging window length m varies depending on the number of available events N. We plot the locally averaged inverse slope ζ as a function of the inverse normalized returns 1/g. Then the ζ is extrapolated as a function of 1/g to 0. This procedure yields the inverse asymptotic slope 1/α. Table 4 includes the positive and negative tails of the TePIx returns calculated with the Hill estimator method. 
Autocorrelation function of the TePIx returns
Autocorrelation is a commonly used method for checking randomness in a data set. The following equation is the autocorrelation function of a time series, in which l denotes non negative varying time lags of the data set:
If the time series is random, the autocorrelations should be near zero for any and all time lag separations. If it is not random, then one or more of the autocorrelations will be significantly non zero [14] . In Fig. 6 the dotted lines are the 95% confidence band and as it is seen the autocorrelation decays slowly and therefor the TePIx has a memory of several trading days. There is an evidence of considerable positive autocorrelation for the values of l 30, after which the autocorrelations are at the level of noise. The autocorrelation function of the modulus time series (see Fig. 7) , that is the absolute returns without regarding the sign, displays a very long term memory. This indicates that the volatility is clustered in time.
Persistence analysis of the TePIx time series
A common way for persistence analysis is to compute the histogram for the step length of monotonous index changes. In order to do so, we build a new series where the trading days will be distributed in the clusters of different sizes characterized by l + and l − , expressing the monotonous increase or decrease of the Index. l + and l − respectively denote the number of days in which the index increases or decreases monotonously. In an unbiased sequence when there is no correlation in the market, the number of observations of l ± in N continuous days equals:
where letters u and d, represent the up and down fluctuations of the series, respectively. In an unbiased random sequence it is expected that the frequencies of u and d are equal, in other words we call a sequence unbiased if P u (the fraction of u's) is equal to P d (fraction of d's). However the situation is different in a biased case (e.g. TePIx), in which P u = 1 2 + ε and
− ε where ε ∈ [0, 1 2 ]:
If N is considerably greater than l ± (N ≫ l ± ), then P (l ± ) vs. l ± expresses an exponential behavior in the form of:
In other words, the logarithm of P (l + ) vs. l + must be a line with a ln[P (l + )] slope, and the logarithm of P (l − ) vs. l − must be a line with a ln[P (l − )] slope. The lower and greater values of the slopes are an indication of persistence and anti-persistence in the time series respectively. As it is seen in Fig. 8 , the histogram of monotonous index changes is well fitted with an exponential distribution with the estimated parameters presented in table 5. As it is seen in the Fig. 1-a there is an intensive drift in the TePIx time series with the following probabilities of increase and decrease in the index:
In a random walk with a bias similar to TePIx and in the lack of correlation, the expected parameters (β d = ln(P down ) = 1.1583, β u = ln(P up ) = 0.46667) would be much greater than the fitted parameters, thus there is a very strong persistence in Tehran Stock Exchange. The distribution (See Fig. 8 ) is completely asymmetric and the probability of positive changes of length l is completely more than the probability of a negative run of the same length which consists with the intensive drift in the index series. This model implies that the probability of the next step continuing the increasing trend can be estimated as P (l + | l + −1) = exp(−0.18882) = 0.82793 and the probability of the next step continuing the decreasing trend can be estimated as P (l − | l − − 1) = exp(−0.39837) = 0.67141. Both of them are much greater than the probability that would be obtained from a biased random walk (Equation 11) similar to TePIx, which is P (l + | l + − 1) = P up = 0.62709 and P (l − | l − − 1) = P down = 0.31403 respectively.
Zipf analysis of Tehran Stock Exchange
Zipf law is an interesting feature of natural languages. According to Zipf law, If all the words in a text are sorted based on their frequency of appearance in a descending order, a power law with an exponent ζ will b appeared [15] :
where f is the frequency of appearance of a word, and R is its rank in the sorted list of the words, with ζ ≈ 1 for all languages that have been studied. The origin of this scaling is the hierarchical structure and existence of long range correlations between words in a text. Recently Zipf analysis has been applied to study the various complex systems in different contexts. As the first step, to study the TePIx signal it should be translated to a sequence of letters in an alphabet. For this purpose a binary alphabet {u, d} is considered, which it's letters u and d, represent the up and down fluctuations of the TePIx, respectively. For a given n, there is 2 n word in this alphabet. In an unbiased random sequence it is expected that these frequencies are equal. We call a sequence unbiased if p u (the fraction of u's) is equal to p d (fraction of d's). In this case the Zipf plot is a horizontal line. However the situation is different in a biased case: assume that p u = − ε where ε ∈ [0, 1 2 ]. In this case the frequency of any C k n words that include(s) exactly k u's and n-k d's is proportional to p . Then the Zipf plot represents a non-zero slope which is approximately equal to [16] :
It should be noted that some small bias may cause large Zipf exponents even for large values of n. This non-zero Zipf exponent is due to the existence of a bias, not due to the existence of correlations. To avoid this problem in the Zipf analysis of a financial sequence, instead of the apparent frequencies of the words f , the effective frequencies of them f /f ′ is applied, where f ′ is the expected frequency of a random sequence with the same bias. In this manner, random biased sequences present a zero Zipf exponent, too. If the log-log plot of f /f ′ vs. R reveals some negative slopes, it means that there are some non trivial correlations in the sequence. The evolution of TePIx in the mentioned period is shown in the Fig. 1-a. As it can be seen there is a positive trend in this evolution. After translation of this signal to a string in {u, d} alphabet, p u , p d and ε can be calculated. This signal is biased and we have ε = 0.1865. Then the Zipf analysis has been done on this sequence. Zipf plot for n = 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are depicted in Fig. 9 . We see that although the effective frequencies f /f ′ is applied in the vertical axis, but a negative Zipf exponent which is approximately equal to 0.9 is observed. It means that there are strong correlations between the TePIx daily fluctuations. Also for the n = 4, apparent frequencies f , effective frequencies f /f ′ , error bars of effective frequencies δ f /f ′ and rank of words R, can be seen in Table 6 .
Conclusions
This paper presented a statistical analysis of Tehran Price Index (TePIx) for the period of 1992 to 2004. The positive value of skewness λ 3 = 1.0619, presents the asymmetric property of the return distribution which is skewed to right and the large value of kurtosis κ = 20.827 in respect of Gaussian kurtosis (κ = 3), shows that the tails of the return distribution are very fatter than the Gaussian tails. Also it is demonstrated that the return distribution can be fitted by a stable Lévy distribution. We examined the tail behavior of the return distribution with two different methods and the results are consistent with the previous studies on the stock markets. Also there is an evidence of considerable positive autocorrelation for the values of l 30, after which the autocorrelations are at the level of noise. In the last section, a Zipf analysis is applied on the TePIx data and the results present strong correlations between the TePIx daily fluctuations.
